
“Elixir Consolateur Unique”

Unique Solar Elixir

Anointing Care: Anointing by Fire and Water
“There is living water in baptismal water, a sacred fire in anointings.”
(Gospel of Philip 25)

“Elixir  Consolateur  Unique”   is  not  used  by  itself.  It  is  used  to  emulsify  all  the

Anointing  Oils of  the  Adevaya range.  The  resulting  emulsion  is  mildly  glycerinated,
hydrating, penetrating and calming.

As  in  the  case  of  all  the “Huiles Consolatrices”,   the  manufacture  of  the  “Elixir
Consolateur Unique” respects the soli-lunar and Earth-Heaven rhythm and equilibrium in
its successive dynamizations;  it  is  a Living and Sacred Water.  Its characteristics make it
reactive  to  Consecration,  permitting  the  therapist   and  the  person  who  uses  it  in
Consciousness  and Love to  apply  the soothing oil-and-water  action  right  to  the  densest
material levels of the body and to the most subtle spiritual levels as well.

The mixture should be made in the hollow of the hand, with the Intention of our abandonment
to the Flow of Life; the Living Principle knows better than we what is curative for our afflicted
matter and souls.

Water  and  Oil,  these  two  liquids  of  life,  contradictory  principles,  join  their  forces  in
complementarity; the consecrate emulsion thus produced contains the very principle of re-
unifying  Anointing at every level of being, all  directed through and towards Soothing Love.

In the Therapy of Anointing, “Elixir Consolateur Unique” is used  with  “Huile
Consolatrice Unique”, where the Anointing Therapy is ideal for deprogramming and
“re-unifying” scar-tissue.

It is advisable to practise Anointing Therapy on each part of the body which is sick, both
before and after any surgical operation.

Every therapist who practises the art of touching, in the consciousness of compassion and

love, will  use  Anointing Therapy for himself or herself and for his or her patient. The
elixir-oil mixture will be the active interface of Love…
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All  the  Anointings  Oils thus  used  with  Elixir have  the  same applications  as  those
described in their respective monographs.

See text: Water & Fire – Reunification Solar Oils and “Unique Solar Elixir”,
“Huiles  Consolatrices  ADEVAYA  “ with  “Elixir  Consolateur  Unique” :  The  basic
practice of Anointing

Composition: 
Soluté d'hydroxyde de calcium off. Ornithogalum Umbellatum.
Sacred waters from sacred Source. Water from Chalice Well, GlastonBury.

Note: The white deposit formed in the Elixir is due to its calcium saturation. This is part of its
formulation and action.

Alchemical preparation "Accomplished" on the full moon and informed by "DEVA" energy of
minerals and plants. Alchemical manufacturing anointing process ADEVAYA.
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